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Financial Planning Through the Decades

I

t is never too early (or too late) to create a financial plan.
At an early age we begin to learn financial habits, then
we identify goals and implement strategies to meet those
goals. Eventually, we reap the rewards of solid planning and
sound financial behaviors.
Most of us know that once we turn age 18 we need to set
up annual physicals and periodic health reviews, at age
40 we start having mammograms and prostate checks
and at age 50 the colonoscopy becomes a “thing”. Just
like medical standards of care, there are also financial
planning benchmarks and milestones that bring on certain
responsibilities. I encourage you to read this quarter’s
newsletter and hear from our team of experts about the
milestones that take place during certain life decades. They
will dive deeper into topics like:

60s – The reward...
prepare and enter
retirement. Make sure
you have the right team
of professionals to help
guide through this phase
carefully and mindfully.
Retiring is something
most people only want to
do once!

Julie Ellenbecker-Lipsky,
CFP®, CDFA®

President and Senior Wealth Advisor
Ellenbecker Investment Group

70s – Legacy planning
becomes a top priority at
this time. Identify how you want to pass both your personal
and financial legacy. Is it time to bring your kids or other
family members into your financial planning details?

Teens – This is the time to prepare a financial and
healthcare power of attorney (age 18) and to begin
developing a set of financial core values and habits. It is
important to understand debt and to open a savings and
checking account.

Just like with medical care, there is no “one shoe fits all”
to financial planning. Some people meet the benchmark
milestones early and others maybe lag the recommended
metrics. As I said earlier, it is never too early or too late to
start building financial stewardship.

20s – Understanding debt, credit and budgeting are
important skills to master in your 20s. This decade will
prove to be a beneficial foundation for your future.

A couple recommendations that make sense for every
stage from teens to seniors include:

30s – If you have not already, it is time to develop your
estate plan (wills, trusts, powers of attorney etc.) and
organize your beneficiaries. Think about life insurance,
tax planning, risk management and retirement savings. I
recommend “When Do You Need an Estate Plan?” on p. 11
for this age group.
40s – These are your saving and peak earning years. Avoid
unnecessary spending or keeping up with the spending
habits of your friends and family. Continue to visualize your
long-term goals. Make health a priority so you can live long
enough to enjoy the fruits of your labor.
50s – You can begin to see the light at the end of the
tunnel – refine your financial plan, understand Social
Security, pensions, Medicare and taxes. Plan for future
health care and potential long term care needs.

Get Educated – Information is very powerful and will
help you stay focused on your plan. Seek out reliable
and responsible books, newsletters, podcasts and other
materials to help you better understand financial topics
and increase your acumen as it relates to investments and
wealth management.
Find an Advocate – Start now and find a person who will
support you during the financial planning process. They
will provide resources, information and education on all
the components of your financial plan – helping you feel
confident with making financial decisions.
Ellenbecker Investment Group is happy to guide you and
your future generations through all the important decades
while celebrating the milestones as they are achieved.
Please reach out any time for more information. n
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Financial Planning —
Leading by Example

A

s I reflect on the last 37 years of my financial career, I
never could have predicted the joy and the personal
satisfaction I would feel from landing a position as a
traditional stockbroker in 1984. It has been an amazing
journey that has unfolded into a fulfilling career for both
myself and my daughter, Julie. I never imagined I would find
my spiritual calling as a wealth advisor and financial mentor.
I started EIG 25 years ago with three primary goals:
1. I wanted to change the perception of the financial
services industry.
2. I wanted to offer high quality investments and planning
services to our clients through fee-based money
management.
3. I wanted to provide opportunities for our employees to
grow and flourish within EIG.

Twenty-five years later I have added one more goal to
my agenda ... I want to model for our clients, family and
community the gift of giving our time, talents and financial
resources.
In this newsletter, we are highlighting the different stages
of life and how each stage builds upon another. As a young
mom, I focused on protecting my family and keeping us
safe. As a baby boomer, I made sure to save for retirement,
manage my spending and pay off debt. Now as a business
owner and matriarch of our family, I am focusing on
philanthropy and legacy planning.
Weaving the importance of giving back throughout your
life by supporting causes you are passionate about provides
a sense of purpose. In each stage of your life, you will have
different opportunities to give back based on your time,
resources and interests. When giving back, any action big or
small can make a real difference in your life and the lives of
others.
Leading by example is the best way to teach the next
generation the importance of generosity and to engage
them in community involvement and volunteering longterm. Volunteering builds self confidence in children and
emerging adults. My granddaughter, Savy, volunteered at
HAWS last summer and we watched her blossom. She saw
how easy it was to make a positive impact on the lives of
others while doing something she loved. Volunteering as a
family is the perfect way to spend a day together creating
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memories and making a
difference. Some simple
ideas are local food pantries,
Karen J. Ellenbecker
donating outgrown clothes
Founder & Senior Wealth Advisor
and toys that are no longer
Ellenbecker Investment Group
useful, participate in a walk
or run or raking leaves, cutting grass or shoveling snow
for a neighbor. Children thrive on enthusiasm, so make it
fun! Find something that sparks their interest, keeps them
involved and be patient. Let them know that you notice
their commitment and strive to engage them in the process
of how to give back.
As grandparents and mentors, it is important that we pass
our core values to our children and help them understand
gratitude and thankfulness. Even when times are hard, there
is always (always!) something to be thankful for. As I look
back on my life, I realize how grateful I am and how blessed
I have been in my relationships with family, friends and in
business. It is time for me to create the legacy I want to leave
for my children and grandchildren. What will my footprint be
in the community and how can I further serve what my soul
is calling me to do? During this wonderful time of life, I get
to pause and clearly define the financial legacy to leave my
beneficiaries and I can also focus on the importance of my
personal legacy and how it will impact future generations.
Ask yourself, what is important to me and how can I share
my legacy with those I love?
It is never too soon to start thinking about the legacy you
want to leave your beneficiaries. If you would like to explore
your ideas and determine how to best build your legacy and
share it with your loved ones please reach out to your EIG
wealth advisor. Together, you can develop a legacy plan that
will bring you peace of mind and the joy that comes from
watching those around you embrace your values and what
is important to you. n
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Financial Planning for Young Adults
from a Parent's Perspective

T

hink back to the day you held your child for the first
time. I am certain the hopes and dreams for that child
were numerous and amazing. The goal as a parent is to raise
an independent child as they grow and mature. A big part
of that is to raise a child that is financially independent and
responsible. Think of the impact this skill will have on your
child’s entire life - as a young adult starting out, all the way
to planning for a home purchase, the financial demands of a
family and then on to planning a comfortable retirement.

savings plan for future
expenses such as a car
or school. A summer job
Jean Range, CFP®
could be the start of a
Senior Wealth Advisor
consistent savings plan.
Ellenbecker Investment Group
Once established, a child
or young adult could
start to learn and experience the benefits and strategies of
investing in the stock market.

For some teens, this skill may happen naturally. For
others, this skill may be a work in progress. In both cases,
independence can be achieved and enjoyed. So how can
you help your child become financially responsible? Well, it
will take a few baby steps over a lifetime...

How Can Parents Help?
Start having conversations with your children early. I can
remember asking my daughter at age three, “Should we buy
this toy or put the money in an account and save for a trip to
Disney World?”. Her response was to save the money for the
family vacation. Fast forward to the young adult ages, start
eliminating your financial involvement with your child —
have your child take ownership of their spending and saving
decisions.

Once your child is working, whether it be babysitting,
cutting the neighbor’s lawn or working at an employer, their
financial life is beginning. So much can be taught in the
early years.
Develop a Budget
It is always easier to spend someone else’s money than your
own. I remember when my daughter wanted something
and the minute I encouraged her to spend her own money
for that purchase, the purchase was no longer a necessity.
This is a great opportunity to have a child discover how far
a dollar goes at the store. Some people try to live within a
budget but soon find it is difficult manage it. For this reason,
the concept of the Reverse Budget can be discussed. A
Reverse Budget is explained by saving money before you
get the opportunity to spend the money. This can easily
be done by participating in a 401k plan or setting up an
automatic saving plan at a bank. Pay yourself first.
Save and Invest
The habit of saving should start early. Once a child
understands the concept of money, they may look at
monetary gifts from grandparents as a way to start a

Tackle Debt
For young adults, debt can be a useful tool when used
appropriately. Control the amount of debt you carry. As a
general guide for young savers, strive for an income to debt
ratio to be at 35% or less.
The best way to help your child be independent is by
teaching them the basic concepts of finances early on.
Consider being transparent with your own financial
decisions and set an example of how to save and invest
wisely. This will provide the foundation for your children
to make financial decisions allowing them the freedom
to manage their income on their own. Also, it is never too
early to have your child/young adult meet with a wealth
advisor. At Ellenbecker Investment Group we welcome
family discussions and encourage meeting with your teen
or young adult to help create the groundwork for future
financial success. n

Listen to our radio shows on demand from our website at ellenbecker.com/radio
or by searching on Apple Podcasts, Google Play, Spotify or Stitcher.
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Insurance Planning Throughout
Your Ages and Stages

E

ducation is a key component of the comprehensive
planning we do for our clients. I focus on helping
individuals and families understand what life insurance can
do for them as part of their overall financial plan.
From a big picture perspective, life insurance is an invaluable
tool for providing peace of mind and financial support for
your loved ones in the event of your untimely death. It can
be a tool from birth throughout your retirement years.
Infants and Children
Many parents and grandparents purchase permanent life
insurance for their children to lock in their insurability for
their lifetimes. The policies have guaranteed premiums and
death benefits, include the option to purchase additional
coverage throughout the child’s lifetime without further
underwriting and may include cash value accumulation.
Young Adults
We often recommend low-cost term insurance to lock in
insurability, cover student loan and mortgage debt and
provide financial security as these individuals transition to
their careers and independent family units.
The Building and Saving Years
Often some of the most critical years to own life insurance
are as individuals grow in their careers, buy homes, start
families and begin planning for long-term financial needs
and retirement. The loss of an individual’s income through
death can create immediate economic hardship for surviving
family members. Again, we often recommend low-cost term
insurance to make certain the family has “enough” to meet
their on-going needs. This may also be a time to consider

cash value life insurance that
can meet needs beyond
retirement. Cash value
life insurance can provide
tax-advantaged funds for
college planning, retirement
income or unexpected cash
needs throughout your lifetime.

Preparing for Retirement
As you start putting the final pieces of your retirement
plan together, we look at whether life insurance is still an
important tool for you and your family. Often, you do not
need as much life insurance at this time.
Life insurance can pay final expenses and any remaining
debt to ensure that your survivors have sufficient resources
to fund their retirement years. It can replace pension income
and fund long-term care expenses. Life insurance can pay
estate taxes and income taxes on tax-deferred retirement
accounts that your children inherit. Life insurance can
guarantee a legacy to your children and grandchildren or to
your favorite charitable organizations.
Life insurance is a great tool that may help you address
your concerns throughout your lifelong financial planning
continuum. n

Volunteer Highlight
Brett Engelking, Director of Business Operations & CCO, volunteered
with Humane Animal Welfare Society (HAWS) of Waukesha and Wings
of Rescue to unload animals flown in from Louisiana. Many of the
animals have already been placed for adoption and have another
chance at a great life. If you would like to learn more about HAWS,
how to adopt animals or how to volunteer at events like this, visit
hawspets.org/.
Our four-legged friends are important to us at EIG and we are always
excited when they visit our offices. Your trained dogs are welcome
with a call ahead to our reception desk. We will have a treat waiting.
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Diane Gastrow

Director of Insurance Planning
Ellenbecker Investment Group

Financial Planning for Young Children
from a Parent's Perspective
Education Planning with 529 Plans

O

ne question many clients with children or
grandchildren have is how they can best use their
investments to save for college. College may be one of the
largest financial obligations they will encounter. Saving for
future costs in a 529 account provides investment and tax
benefits, and it is a tool I use for my daughters' education
expenses.
The title of a 529 account refers to the authorizing IRS Code
section. All states can create these types of qualified tuition
programs, and the Edvest plan is Wisconsin’s version of a
529 account. The following details on 529 plans relate to
Wisconsin’s Edvest program, as in-state residents benefit
from a state tax reduction.
A 529 account can be created and contributed to at any
time. However, prior year deductible contributions can
only be made through the April 15th tax deadline of the
following year, in addition to any contributions made during
the tax year. If you are a Wisconsin resident with an Edvest
plan, the maximum deductible contribution per beneficiary
on your state income tax return is $3,340 for 2020 and
$3,380 for 2021. Making a full contribution will result in
approximately $150- $200 of state tax savings.2

Earnings from cash contributions to 529 accounts grow
tax-free provided they are later used for qualified education
expenses.1 These include tuition, fees, books, supplies,
equipment like computers, internet access and some
room and board costs.3 Recently, qualified expenses have

expanded to include the
cost of apprentice programs,
repayment of student loan
Maureen Holson, CFP®, AIF®
1
debt, and K-12 tuition. For
Wealth Advisor
Ellenbecker Investment Group
this reason, contributions
are a good savings vehicle
when these types of expenses
are expected. 529 plans offer a
valuable strategic investment because there are no income
phase-out limitations on contributions, such as with IRAs.
There is also flexibility within 529 plans if a beneficiary is
unable to use the funds for qualified expenses. The account
beneficiary can be changed at any time or the funds can
be transferred to another account. If a distribution is made
for a nonqualified expense it will be subject to income tax
and a 10% penalty only on the growth portion, not the
contribution. The penalty is waived in certain circumstances,
such as death and disability of the beneficiary, or up to the
receipt of scholarship or employee assistance.1
The tax deductions, tax-free growth, and flexibility are three
reasons why 529 accounts may be a wise investment within
your financial plan. n
Citations:

1
“529 College Savings Plans.” Saving for College, 7 Feb. 2021, www.
savingforcollege.com
2
“2021 Tax Information for Wisconsin Account Owners.” WI 529 College
Savings Program, 7 Feb. 2021, http://529.wi.gov/
3
Kaplan Review for the CFP (2020). General Financial Planning Principles,
Professional Conduct, and Regulation. College for Financial Planning, Inc.

Shredding and Recycling Day
Saturday, May 8th | 9am-12pm
Ellenbecker Investment Group, Pewaukee Parking Lot
N35 W23877 Highfield Court
Pewaukee, WI
*No CRT (tube) TV's or monitors*

On-Site Paper Shredding | Electronics Recycling | Eyeglasses/Hearing Aid Donations
More details will be announced on ellenbecker.com/events in the coming months!
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Crossword
Puzzle: Wisconsin Wildflowers
Wisconsin Wildflowers
For crossword solutions, visit ellenbecker.com/p/newsletter.
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Financial Planning for Aging Parents

A

t EIG, we are passionate about helping
families plan for all stages of life. The
most difficult conversation facing many
of our clients today is how to help their
aging parents, who do not always want
their help. Both the adult children (often
retirees themselves) and aging parents face
unique challenges. For our aging seniors,
maintaining control is paramount in their
list of concerns, and care and concern can
quickly turn into a battle when they feel
their children trying to take control. We have
found that planning early for the inevitable
aging process can help give purpose and
clarity to both seniors and their concerned
children. Here is a list of ideas that can help
ease this transition with your aging parents.

Get Curious
The best place to start is always with your
parent’s input. Spend time asking questions
about what their wishes are, and why they
may feel that way. Starting with an attitude
of learning and understanding can help
ensure everyone feels represented and
makes decisions less contentious.
Form Important Partnerships Now
We often describe our role to our clients
as not just their financial planner, but their
relationship manager. Our goal is to put
a team in place for our clients and their
families, coordinating their financial advice

with their tax planning, estate planning
and long-term care plan. Hopefully your
parents have already established their
team. The right time to get to know
their team is before a health emergency
happens. Get to know your parent’s
planner now. With the right team, you
will never have to make decisions on your
parents’ behalf without the right advice.

Kristina Schnuckel, CFP®, AIF®

Director of Client Experience
& Wealth Advisor
Ellenbecker Investment Group

Help Them Stay Connected
It sounds simple, but we were not built for isolation. COVID has been
particularly cruel to seniors. Make sure you are staying connected with the
seniors in your life. Help teach them technology in small doses to facilitate
the process and encourage them to build relationships with other seniors.
Create an Emergency Plan with Their Help
How easily would you be able to step in, both financially, and health wise, if
your parents had an incapacity? It may be time to revisit their estate plan to
ensure an easy transition. Working with your parents as a co-trustee can allow
you to step in seamlessly, if and when they need your help. A discussion
around the emergency plan should also include housing. While many seniors
desire to stay in their homes and age in place, the reality is that it might not
be possible. We encourage many of our clients to visit retirement homes
so they know where they want to go if a move is necessary. This helps your
senior maintain that control and choice. We often find that through this
process, they come to the decision on their own that leaving home may be in
their best interest.
Navigating the ins and outs of caring for aging parents is a delicate balancing
act between being in control and knowing it is ok to ask for help. Having a
conversation with your parents before a change in health occurs can lead to
a healthy and happy transition for all. n

Milwaukee's Philanthropic Community®:
Past Guests
Tune in on WISN AM 1130 at 10:00am CST or connect online at newstalk1130.com. Shows
can also be heard on demand via Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Stitcher or Google Play.
This quarter's featured organizations include:

• W
 oman’s Club of
Milwaukee
• Ozaukee Family Services
• Capuchin Community
Services
• Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Metro Milwaukee

• C
 ommunity
Advocates
• ACAP
• Optimist Theatre
• Operation Dream
• Pearls for Teen Girls
• NAMI

•
•
•
•
•
•

WISE
Habitat for Humanity
Blessings in a Backpack
Life’s Connection
Safe Families for Children
All Hands Boatworks

• N
 orth Point Lighthouse
Friends, Inc.
• P
 each Learning Center
• U
 rban Underground
• R
 epairers of the Breach
• G
 uest House

Hover your phone's camera
here to listen to past shows
on our website.

Email Jill Economou at jill@ellenbecker.com to recommend a non-profit.
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Financial Planning in
Your 20s/30s
Quit the Bank of Mom and/or Dad

G

oing into your late 20’s and early 30’s can be quite the
roller coaster ride. This is a time of major transition into
adulthood, independence, career building and maybe even
starting a family. It is also the transition to financial freedom
where you finally get off the parent payroll and start your
own path. This is not an easy transition for most, but here
are a couple of key areas to focus on.
Debt
This is the four-letter word that can be a huge roadblock for
many people on the path to financial freedom. It is crucial
to have a debt repayment plan. Write out and summarize
all the debt you have accumulated including credit card,
college, home, car, etc. It is important to make a payment on
all these balances but focus on credit card debt first because
it probably has the highest interest rate.

Emergency Fund
It is never easy to put money away for the future because
it seems so far away and that spring break vacation is right
around the corner. Remember that first point about debt?
If you want to stop the debt cycle, you need to build up an
emergency fund. You do not want to use your credit card
every time you run into a bind because then you are back to
square one. Start saving small amounts and automate the
contribution. It will add up before you even realize it.

Power of Attorney
If you were in a car accident
and could not make your
Anne Mank, CFP®, CPA
own decisions, do you know
Wealth Advisor
Ellenbecker Investment Group
who could? And as you are
sitting in the hospital, who
could pay your bills for you?
If you are married, do you
know for sure that your spouse can legally do this for you?
These are all questions that a Power of Attorney document
helps you figure out and gives someone the legal right to
help you with. It is an important document that is usually
overlooked.
There are plenty of other areas to look at, as well, like saving
for retirement, building your credit history, having proper
insurance, organizing your important documents, watching
your cashflow, making sure you are not taking on too
much risk with your investments, but you can tackle those
after you lay down a solid foundation. Follow these three
recommendations and you will have taken the first steps to
financial freedom. n

guide

Advisors who

through lifeʼs seasons

EIG HR Update
Welcome to the team:

Brent Adams

Investment Operations
Associate

Taelor Ellenbecker
HR Assistant

Susan McLaughlin
Insurance Associate
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Liza Oyola-Skinkis, CPA
Wealth Advisor Associate

Rachel Sciacca
Office Manager

Karyn Tylicki, CFP®

Investment Operations
Associate

Financial Planning in
Your 40s/50s

F

inancial planning changes as we move through our
40s and 50s. Responsibilities shift as we head closer
to retirement, as our nests empty and as our parents age.
Organizing your priorities can help you navigate through
and make sure you keep on a steady course to your goals.
Estate Plan
Things have likely changed since you did your estate
plan documents - your kids might be ready for more
responsibility or maybe they need guidance longer than
originally planned; other relationships may have changed
too. Review and/or update your documents with an
attorney to reflect what you want.
Cashflow
If your career is well-established, your income might be
stable. Get curious with your cashflow to stay on track
with your savings goals. Tracking what you spend each
month is a great way to get committed to that spending or
highlight opportunities to defer money funds into savings
for retirement and goals. This also helps estimate what you
might need in retirement.

Retirement Savings
Take a pulse check on your savings rate and amounts.
Saving 15% towards retirement is a starting goal, keeping
in mind annual limits on IRAs, 401(k)s and other retirement
accounts. These limits are higher for those age 50 and above.
Work with your advisor or tax professional on which type of
savings - tax-deferred or tax-free – is best for your situation.

College
Continue to take
advantage of 529 college
Heather Deaton, CFP®, CSRIC™
savings accounts that
Wealth Advisor
grow tax free if used
Ellenbecker Investment Group
for education and can
provide a state tax benefit
for contributions, depending on the state. Work with your
children to budget for college and other goals – these are
lessons they will use their entire lives. Be careful to not let
their education derail your own savings plan. Being able to
take care of yourselves in retirement is an important gift you
can give your kids.
Boomerang Children
Sometimes adult children need to move back home while
planning their next step. Depending on the amount of
help, work out an agreement to be paid back for any
financial help (cell phone, car insurance, etc.) to minimize
any misunderstandings or hard feelings.
Aging Parents
Help your parents get organized with estate plan
documents, account/policy inventories and an organized
filing system to make things easier in an emergency. Have
them make decisions now before any crisis – this will also
help you and your siblings if you need to step in.
Take the time to check in and re-set your plan now so you
can continue to enjoy the life you have built. n

Debt
To simplify your debt management, consider refinancing
when rates are low and possibly roll in other debt like car
loans to manage cash flow. Eliminate revolving debt like
credit cards and personal loans and commit to paying off
credit card balances every month.

provide

Advisors who

structure and support

2021 Money Sense Shows

Listen to our EIG Wealth Advisors interview our latest guests on our Money Sense radio
show by visiting ellenbecker.com/moneysense.
Amberlea Childs – Using Food for
Prevention & Improvement

Alex Moehn – Benefits of Running
Andrea Scott Brown – Audacious
Path – M.O.N.E.Y. Course

  

Jamie Shibley –
Expressing Gratitude

Melinda Stuart – Downsizing &
Senior Moving Services

Rachel LaMantia –
Bookkeeping for Small Businesses

Eli Rivera & Ruben Gaona –
Employment After Incarceration

Bruce Nemovitz – Current Real
Estate Market

Hover your phone's
camera here to listen.

Lauren Reeg –
Sustainable Vehicles
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Financial Planning in your 60s/70s

T

he question of when to retire is not exactly the easiest.
When it comes to that big decision and the many
details surrounding it, finding the appropriate date and
moving forward with it is a big step. Many people have a
date in mind and some just know when it is time to make
this exciting lifestyle change. In many cases, life events
or career changes assist with answering that question.
One of the most important aspects relating to the idea of
retirement is feeling confident and comfortable with your
planning and knowing that you have a solid place to start.
There are many factors that should be considered when you
decide on retirement. You have worked hard to get here
and should feel confident with your choice. Upon the many
items to think about here are a few things you can do for
some advanced preparation:
Review Your Estate Plan
Completing a review of your estate plan is essential to
making sure that your documents are up-to-date and in
proper order. This also provides for the opportunity to
confirm those individuals that you have named within your
documents and make any necessary adjustments if needed.
As part of this process, also making sure that beneficiary
designations and titling are listed correctly on your bank
and investment accounts, life insurance and real estate will
provide peace of mind.
Portfolio Allocation and Funding Needs
Making the most of your cash, retirement savings and
portfolio assets is a very important consideration. Taking the
time needed to plan or map out what you may anticipate
in terms of cash or spending needs for the first two to three
years of your retirement will help to establish a baseline
for long-term planning. Meet with your advisor regularly
to identify the appropriate allocation across your entire

portfolio. You can then craft
a plan that anticipates when
and what may be needed
for adequate cash flow. If
this is properly in place, you
Jamie Williams, CFP®
should be able to do the
Wealth Advisor
things that you have worked
Ellenbecker Investment Group
for; whether that may be
hobbies, travel, family time
or home projects. You will be positioned so that market
performance and volatility are not as large of a factor for
your ability to do the things you want and should do.
Social Security and Medicare Planning
Knowing when to take Social Security benefits involves
some thoughtful planning. The benefits of delaying or
waiting beyond when it is first available at the reduced
benefit age or at the full retirement age may far outweigh
taking it earlier than required. I would encourage you to
discuss this with your wealth and tax advisor as part of your
decision-making process. This will help you understand the
options and incorporate the benefits into your overall cash
flow. In terms of Medicare and health insurance coverages,
become familiar with the different choices available so that
you can start to understand your options. Then you may
want to seek the input of an experienced Medicare planning
professional that can help educate you on those options,
allowing you to make an informed decision.
The idea of “retiring to something rather than from
something” can have a positive impact on your approach in
terms of mindset and lifestyle choices. Taking care of a few
of these items through proper planning in advance will help
get you off to successful start! n

Save the Date
Inspire Retirement:
RV Travel Show

Thursday, August 5th | 4-8pm

Veteran Appreciation Event

Thursday, September 2nd | 4-8pm
Both events held in
Pewaukee Office Parking Lot
Event details to come on
ellenbecker.com/events.
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When Do You Need An Estate Plan?

W

hen is an appropriate time to get an estate plan? It
often depends on your stage of life.

It is not necessary for everyone to have a Will or Trust. If
you have limited assets it may be more economical to
simply name one or more family members or close friends
as beneficiary designations on your financial accounts. Of
course, you want to ensure those individuals pay your final
expenses. If you do not designate a beneficiary on your
financial accounts then the law provides that the assets
are distributed to your closest family members such as
children, then parents and then siblings. If you are satisfied
with this arrangement, then simply applying the law may
be an effective estate plan but will usually require a court
procedure after your death.
The Basics
Even if you choose not to create a Will or Trust, anyone over
the age of 18 should have a Health Care Power of Attorney
and Financial Power of Attorney. These forms can be
obtained on the Wisconsin Department of Health Services
Website or from your physician.
Health Care Power of Attorney
This is a document which appoints an agent for the purpose
of making health care decisions on your behalf if you cannot
make such decisions because of your incapacity. A health
care power of attorney also gives the agent the right to
admit you into a nursing home if required for your care. This
document saves your family the time and expense of having
a guardian appointed by the court to make health care
decisions.
Financial Power of Attorney
This is a document which appoints an agent to transact
financial business on your behalf. You are, in essence, giving
your agent the power to conduct your financial affairs if
you are incapable of doing so. This document will save
your family the time and expense of having a guardian
appointed by the court to manage your financial affairs.
Wills and Trusts
Most of us should also have a Will or Trust. These documents
provide direction on exactly how you will want your assets
to be distributed and provides flexibility in the manner of
which to have the assets distributed.

If you have children, you will
want a Will to name someone
to act as guardian of your
children in the event of your
death. A Will also designates
Philip J. Remmers
how you wish your assets to
Attorney,
be distributed. A particular
Cramer, Mulhauf & Hammes, LLP
problem with Wills is they
pjr@cmhlaw.com
need to go through a court
(262) 522-8748
procedure called probate.
Probate is often a time
consuming and expensive process.
A Trust works like a Will in transferring your assets at death,
but a Trust allows the distribution to occur without going
through probate. Probating a Will significantly increases
the amount of work, time and expense of distributing your
property at your death. Otherwise, a Trust and Will are
similar.
Generally, you will want a Will or Trust when:
1. You have a significant amount of assets.
2. You wish to designate one or two persons to act as an
overall administrator.
3. You own real estate or other significant non-financial
accounts.
4. There are expenses to be paid.
5. You do not wish your assets to be distributed pursuant to
State Law (Children, Parents, Siblings).
6. One or more beneficiaries need additional protections
because of a young age, disability or because he or she is
a poor caretaker of monies.
7. You want to protect assets from the estate tax (assets
over $11 million).
8. You want to protect the beneficiaries from having
inherited assets attacked in a divorce, lawsuit or
bankruptcy.
There are several factors to consider when creating an
estate plan. Your EIG wealth advisor is happy to help
facilitate this discussion with you. n

If you have adult children, family or friends that would like to receive this newsletter or our
weekly email, visit ellenbecker.com/newsletter-sign-up. Share EIG like it’s a family recipe!
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Looking at the Future
With 2020 Vision
Here are some famous forecasting quotes from
authors unknown:

“The best qualification of a prophet is to
have a good memory.”
“Some things are so unexpected that
no one is prepared for them.”

T

“Prediction is very difficult, especially
if it’s about the future.”

he point expressed in the above quotes is that
prediction is unpredictable and that the past is
prologue for the future. Imagine in 1981 when the interest
rate for a 30-year fixed rate mortgage was 19.5%! Can you
imagine walking into any bank at that time to tell them you
predict that in 39 years the rate will be 2.75% for that same
30-year fixed rate mortgage? You would have been laughed
out of the building! I remember back then when the most
respected bankers all concluded that we would never see
mortgage rates under double digits again.
Not only are interest rates at all-time lows, but prices of
homes are also at all-time highs. The current market totally
favors sellers as buyers scramble just to have a chance to
submit an offer where they are competing with several
other would-be homeowners. The question is, how long will
this current real estate market last?
One of the only things in life we can count on is change.
This holds true for all facets of life, including the real estate
market. If you look at the most significant economic turns,
you will find that some political or world event has caused
an immediate reaction by the public. Usually motivated
by fear, we as citizens are looking for safety and peace.
Remember 2008, how quickly the markets turned? The
same happened in 1980 with the rise of interest rates.
I have told my clients that if they are thinking of selling soon,
do not wait too long as the market conditions have never

been better for sellers... but
this won’t last. The COVID-19
pandemic has kept many
Bruce Nemovitz
would-be sellers from putting
Senior Real Estate Specialist
Realty Executives Integrity
their homes on the market
bruce@brucesteam.com
for sale. That is why we have
(262) 242-6177
a shortage of inventory. When
homeowners begin to feel
confident about putting their homes on the market, which
may be sometime next year, then we will see inventory
explode as many have put off selling this year thus causing a
buildup of would-be sellers. The law of supply and demand
will then alter prices as at some point there will be many
more properties for sale. Combine that with interest rates
most likely rising, and you have a downturn in property
values.
Bottom line, if you are thinking of selling in the next 12
months, I would not tempt fate. Conditions so favor the
seller now. Why take a chance at what could be an abrupt
change in the future, which is inevitable? If you are going
to purchase a condo or home, that does complicate the
situation, as inventory as I stated is at all-time lows. Some
are selling and moving into apartments, then taking time
to look for their next property. Others are seriously looking
at current inventory and purchasing now. I always suggest
buying first and then selling. You do not want to be under
pressure to purchase after selling a home with nowhere to
go! Another alternative is to get a bridge loan so that you
can buy before your home is sold. Then you can take your
time moving and prepare your home for sale.
The good news is that the real estate market is strong and
thriving. It is a great time to own property. Think about
where you want to be in the next year or so, and then act
on your instincts. We often over think our situation, wait too
long and suffer the consequences. Be proactive and make
sure your lifestyle reflects who you are and where you want
to be! n

Charity Casual Day

We will be collecting for the Ronald McDonald House
through July 1. Drop off a donation of anti-bacterial wipes,
forever stamps or giftcards to Amazon, Pick N Save or
Target at any of our offices.
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Scan to
learn more

Inning One of a Steepening Yield Curve

F

or over three years, Pavlic Investment Advisors (PIA) has
managed corporate bond portfolios for Ellenbecker
Investment Group (EIG) and its clients. Our strategy is based
upon the premise that bonds are not the portion of the
portfolio where clients should look to take risk — instead
risk is best rewarded in the stock market. Bonds complement
stocks in that they traditionally offer a higher income
stream in the form of interest payments while also having
significantly less variability in principal gain or loss. Bonds
should not keep you up at night. Capital preservation is
the key pillar of our corporate bond strategy, which when
combined with maximizing coupon interest, provides an
investor the best reward for its inherently risk-averse strategy.

It is no secret that bond yields today are at remarkably low
levels, which in turn means bond prices are high. Investors
in bonds five years ago have enjoyed positive gains not only
from the coupon interest they have received, but also from
capital appreciation generated from the overall declining of
yields. Although this has been a welcome added return for
bond investors, it was not the key investment objective that
we first sought and additionally, it isn’t the key investment
objective that we seek for new bond investors. We actually
think the opposite will happen over the next 12 months — a
steepening of the yield curve which means bonds prices will
fall. So, why invest in bonds at all??
Again, bonds are the sleep-well-at-night portion of your
portfolio. We are actively adjusting our bond portfolios for
the yield environment we see in the future. Yields today are

  

uninspiring and we expect
them to rise as the Federal
Reserve, US Congress, and other
major central banks around the
world continue to flood the
Terry Pavlic, CFA
financial system with stimulus
President,
far in excess of the economic
Pavlic Investment Advisors, Inc.
damage COVID-19 has caused.
terry@pavlic.com
As a result of direct payments
(262) 646-4300
to consumers with the potential
of an additional $1,400/person
to come, the savings rate
has skyrocketed. As COVID
restrictions continue to be
loosened, American consumers
will do what American
consumers do best — spend it!
This combined with improving
Richard Schiller, CFA, CPA
economic conditions, we
Portfolio Manager &
believe will lead to rising
Wealth Advisor,
inflation, which in turn drives
Pavlic Investment Advisors, Inc.
higher interest rates on the
richard@pavlic.com
(262) 646-4300
longer end of the yield curve.
We are only in inning one of this
phenomenon, and the chart above shows the U.S. treasury
curve today vs. one week ago and one month ago — clearly
an upward trend.
So, how should we be investing in bonds today? We believe
the key is to keep weighed average duration short so that
when bonds mature, we can reinvest the proceeds at the
higher yields we expect to come. Another way to capitalize
on our thesis is to purchase bond yields tied to inflation
indices such as the Consumer Price Index (CPI). Finally, we
also find bonds attractive where a bond’s yield is a factor of
the spread between the longer maturities and the shorter
maturities such as 30-year rate less the 2-year rate as we
expect the yield curve to continue to steepen. Although
we’re only in the first inning of a rising rate environment,
thinking about our rotation of relief pitchers and our closers
is how we are thinking about managing our bond portfolios.
Batter up! n
Hover your phone's camera here to visit
moneysenseradio.com and listen to the
Money Sense radio show with Terry Pavlic.
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History of Interest Rates

A

s stock investors, we keep a close eye on
the level and direction of interest rates
as they are key factors in determining equity
valuations.
Interest rates have been in a secular bull market
since 1981, when the Fed “whipped” doubledigit inflation rates by aggressively ratcheting
up the Fed Funds rate to a peak of 19% early
that year. A confluence of events over the past
40 years, from major technology-driven gains
that helped mute inflation to the more recent
implementation of interventionist policies by
global central bankers, have caused interest rates
across the yield curve to decline to historically
low levels.
This has been great for stocks. And, even though
negative-yielding bonds do exist ($17 trillion
worth globally as of November 2020), we do not
expect to see U.S. rates to follow suit thus the
major benefits of a declining rate environment
are most likely behind us. At the same time,
with the growth in the level of Federal debt
(up $4.2 trillion in fiscal 2020 to $26.9 trillion),
maintaining ultra-low rates should be a priority
for policymakers if only to dampen debt service
costs.
So, where does that leave us from a valuation
perspective?
First, there definitely are pockets of liquiditydriven excess, like SPACs and Bitcoin, which we

view as outgrowths of the past year’s
COVID-related easy money policies.
However, using history as our guide,
we see solid evidence that stocks more
broadly remain relative values.

Mary Brown, CFA
President & CIO
For example, stocks’ dividend yields
Campbell Newman
are at extraordinarily high levels
Asset Management
compared to bond yields, as seen in
mbrown@campbellnewman.com
the accompanying chart comparing
(414) 908-6670
the 10-Year Treasury Bond Yield to the
S&P 500 Dividend Yield from June 1977
through December 2020. Over this 40+ year history, the 10-Year Treasury
has typically offered a significant yield advantage. The diminution (and
at times elimination) of that premium yield adds to the attractiveness of
stocks.
Next, stock valuations are below where they were at market peaks in 2000
and 2007 even though the market’s major discounting factor, interest rates,
are quite a bit lower today.

March 2000

September 2007
February 2021

10-YEAR
TREASURY
YIELD

S&P 500
DIVIDEND
YIELD

S&P 500 P/E ON THE
YEAR-FORWARD
EARNINGS ESTIMATE

4.4%

1.8%

23.6x

6.2%

1.4%

1.1%

1.5%

28.3x

22.0x

These factors, taken together with the imminent reopening of the global
economy and easy monetary policies, lead us to expect a continuation of
the bull market trend in stocks. n
Chart & Table Source: Zacks Investment Research and S&P Global
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Calendar of Events

EIG

To register or learn more about our events, please visit: ellenbecker.com/events.
To receive our weekly emails, please email: info@ellenbecker.com.

®

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

				
5

6

12

13

19

20

26

27

FRIDAY

1

2

8

9

15

16

21 Wisconsin Widows 22

23

28 Women's Bible

30

7

Sustainable
Living
5:30-7pm

14 Women's Bible
Study
5:30-7pm

Armchair
Travelers
3-5pm

THURSDAY

Connected
5:30-7pm

Study
5:30-7pm

29

EIG Office Closed
Good Friday

EIG Charity
Casual Dress Day

SAT/SUN

3/4
10/11
17/18

EIG Charity
Casual Dress Day

24/25

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SAT/SUN

						
1/2
3

4

5

10

11

12

17

18

24/31

Armchair
Travelers
3-5pm

25

6

7

13

14

19 Wisconsin Widows 20

21

26

28

Sustainable
Living
5:30-7pm
Women's Bible
Study
5:30-7pm

Connected
5:30-7pm

Women's Bible
Study
5:30-7pm

TUESDAY

27

WEDNESDAY

		

1

2

7

8

9

14

15

21
28

  

THURSDAY

8/9

May 8, 9am-12pm
Recycling Day

EIG Charity
Casual Dress Day

15/16
22/23

EIG Charity
Casual Dress Day

29/30

FRIDAY

3

4

10

11

16 Wisconsin Widows 17

18

22

23

25

29

30

Armchair
Travelers
3-5pm

Sustainable
Living
5:30-7pm

Congratulations to these
employees for going above and
beyond and being chosen as
EIG's Employee of the Month!

January
February
March

Renee Dethardt
Tina Alfini, CDFA®
Taelor Ellenbecker

Employee
Anniversaries

Connected
5:30-7pm

24

SAT/SUN

5/6

EIG Charity
Casual Dress Day

12/13
19/20

EIG Charity
Casual Dress Day

SAVE THE DATE
RV Travel Show - Aug. 5
Veteran Appreciation Event - Sept. 2

Sandra Geisler, CPA
Diane Gastrow
Jean Range, CFP®
Wendy Bitter
Stephanie Ellenbecker
Jill Economou

3 years
5 years
12 years
6 years
5 years
13 years

Renee Dethardt
Courtney Hull
Kristen Cantrell

3 years
5 years
21 years

March

June 2021
MONDAY

Employee
of the Month

January

May 2021
MONDAY

Investment Group

EIG HR Update

April 2021
MONDAY

Ellenbecker

26/27

Anniversary
Donations

Our employees chose the
following charities to donate
their anniversary $1,000 grant:

• Islands of Brilliance & Pink
Umbrella Theater
• Northbrook Church & St.
Mary’s Visitation Parish
• Life’s Connection
• Everytown For Gun Safety
Support Fund
• Pewaukee Lake Sailing School
• Chui Mamma’s
• Charles E Kubly Foundation,
NAMI of Southeast Wisconsin/
Waukesha County
• Islands of Brilliance & Pink
Umbrella Theater Company
• JDRF and Elmbrook
Senior Taxi
• Archdiocese of Milwaukee
Marian Shrine & Stepping
Stone Farms
• K-Love Radio and
The Fetch Foundation
• Redeem & Restore,
National MS Society

Exceptional Planning. Extraordinary Service.®      |     
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Tune in to hear us
on the radio

Saturdays at 2:00pm | Sundays at Noon
WISN AM1130
Tune in as Ellenbecker Investment Group Wealth Advisors
share their unique financial perspective as they interview
local and global economists, attorneys, tax professionals
and other interesting guests.

Sundays at 10:00am
WISN AM1130
Presented by Ellenbecker Investment Group, this unique
show features non-profit organizations each week and
explores ways for listeners to have an impact in our local
community and the world.

Listen to past shows at ellenbecker.com/radio
Advisory services offered through Ellenbecker Investment Group (EIG), a Registered Investment Advisor. Registration does not imply a certain level of skill or training.
EIG does not provide tax or legal advice; please consult your tax or legal advisor regarding your particular situation.
Diversification and asset allocation do not guarantee positive results.

